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Safe harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements 
that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such 
uncertainties materialize or if any of the assumptions proves 
incorrect, the results of salesforce.com, inc. could differ 
materially from the results expressed or implied by the 
forward-looking statements we make. All statements other 
than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-
looking, including any projections of product or service 
availability, subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other 
financial items and any statements regarding strategies or 
plans of management for future operations, statements of 
belief, any statements concerning new, planned, or upgraded 
services or technology developments and customer contracts 
or use of our services.

The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but 
are not limited to – risks associated with developing and 
delivering new functionality for our service, new products and 
services, our new business model, our past operating losses, 
possible fluctuations in our operating results and rate of 
growth, interruptions or delays in our Web hosting, breach of 
our security measures, the outcome of any litigation, risks 
associated with completed and any possible mergers and 
acquisitions, the immature market in which we operate, our 

relatively limited operating history, our ability to expand, 
retain, and motivate our employees and manage our growth, 
new releases of our service and successful customer 
deployment, our limited history reselling non-salesforce.com 
products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise 
customers. Further information on potential factors that could 
affect the financial results of salesforce.com, inc. is included 
in our annual report on Form 10-K for the most recent fiscal 
year and in our quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the most 
recent fiscal quarter. These documents and others containing 
important disclosures are available on the SEC Filings 
section of the Investor Information section of our Web site.

Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or 
other presentations, press releases or public statements are 
not currently available and may not be delivered on time or at 
all. Customers who purchase our services should make the 
purchase decisions based upon features that are currently 
available. Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and 
does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.

Safe Harbor Statement
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SObject variables & collection variables
Fast elements
Exercise 1: Clone a Record Selectively
Loop element
Exercise 2: Clone Multiple Related Records
Exercise 3: Update Multiple Records
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But this is how they are different:
• They can store multiple fields from a single 

record.
• They can only be used in lookups, creates, 

updates or deletes by Fast Elements.

SObject Variables

ALERT:

SObject
Variables are 
like variables. 
They store data 
to be used later 
in the Flow. 

But this is how they are different:
• They can store multiple fields from multiple 

records.

SObject Collection Variables

ALERT: SObject Collection Variables can only store records from a single object
(e.g. multiple Cases).

NOTE:

SObject
Collection 
Variables are 
like SObject
Variables.
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Don’t let the name fool you; 
Fast elements are not about speed.

Fast Elements

ALERT: Not using Fast Elements can cause you to hit SOQL query or 
CPU execution limits.

ALERT:

Fast elements 
are like Record 
elements, but 
designed to 
work with 
SObject
variables and 
collections.

Types of Fast Elements

Fast Lookup
 Store multiple fields from one 

record in an SObject variable.
 Store multiple records in an 

SObject Collection Variable.

Fast Create
 Create one record from an 

SObject variable.
 Create multiple records from an 

SObject Collection Variable.

Fast Update
 Update an existing record from 

an SObject variable.
 Update multiple records from an 

SObject Collection Variable.

Fast Delete
Delete records from an 
SObject Variable or SObject
Collection Variable.
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Goal:

Create a flow that will copy certain fields from an existing opportunity into a 
new opportunity record.

Tasks:
1. Create a new flow.

2. Add a Fast Lookup element to gather information from the source opportunity.

3. Add an Assignment element to update the values in the SObject Variable.

4. Add a Fast Create element to create a new opportunity record.

5. Add a Screen element to display faults for data elements.

6. Set the start element for the flow.

7. Save and run the flow.

Scenario:
AW Computing sales reps require the ability to create a copy of an existing Closed Won 
opportunity for the purpose of recording and confirming renewals of service. Because 
the source opportunity is already closed and may contain different products, the newly 
created opportunity should only bring over specific values and no other record 
relationships.

Time: 10 minutes

1: Clone a Record Selectively
EXERCISE

Loops do the following, in order:

Loops

ALERT:

Stores the top 
record of the 
collection in an 
SObject Variable.

Operations can 
be done on the 
SObject Variable.

When Loop is 
reached again, 
the contents of 
the SObject
Variable are 
dumped. The 
next record in 
the collection is 
loaded into it.

When no 
records left, 
follows ‘End of 
Loop’ and 
continues Flow.
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Goal:

Create a flow that will copy certain fields and related opportunity products 
from an existing opportunity into a new opportunity record.

Tasks:
1. Open the previously created flow.

2. Add a Fast Lookup element to gather information from the source opportunity’s related products.

3. Add a Loop element to cycle through the collected opportunity line items.

4. Add an Assignment element to update the values in the OpportunityLineItem Sobject Variable.

5. Add an Assignment element to add the OpportunityLineItem Sobject Variable to a new Sobject Collection Variable.

6. Add a Fast Create element to create the collected opportunity product records.

7. Save and run the flow.

Scenario:
AW Computing has previously required that its sales reps create copies of existing 
Closed Won opportunities for renewals. The product offering has now been greatly 
simplified, so the business now requires that the original products and pricing be copied 
over as well.

Time: 15 minutes

2: Clone Multiple Related Records
EXERCISE

Goal:

Create a flow that reduces the sales price of all products on an opportunity 
by a percentage amount determined by the user.

Tasks:
1. Create a new flow.

2. Add a Screen element to ask for input from the user.

3. Add a Fast Lookup element to gather information from the source opportunity’s related products.

4. Add a Loop element to cycle through the collected opportunity line items.

5. Create a formula to calculate the new product prices.

6. Add an Assignment element to update the values in the OpportunityLineItem SObject Variable.

7. Add an Assignment element to add the OpportunityLineItem SObject Variable to a new SObject Collection Variable.

8. Add a Fast Update element to update the collected opportunity product records.

9. Add a Screen element to display faults for data elements.

10. Set the start element for the flow.

11. Save and run the flow.

Scenario:
AW Computing has had issues with sales reps discounting an opportunity by reducing 
only one product. They are now requiring that its sales reps reduce all of the products 
on an opportunity by an equal percentage, and need a tool to assist in these 
calculations.

Time: 15 minutes

3: Update Multiple Records
EXERCISE
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Use SObject Variables to store multiple fields from one 
record.

Use SObject Collection Variables to store multiple fields 
from multiple records.

Use Fast Elements to work with large sets of data.

Use Loops to affect multiple records at once.

Use more than one Assignment to alter variable data and 
save it to a new variable.

Key Takeaways

Provide Your Feedback with 
Our Session Survey

14

Don’t forget...
Tell us what you think with 

the session survey.
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What’s Next 15

Ready for more examples? 

Blogs are your best friend. We 
suggest:

thewizardnews.com

rakeshistom.wordpress.com

salesforceweek.ly

salesforceyoda.com

Have questions?

Try these community 
groups:

Salesforce 
Workflow 
Automation 

&

Visual Workflow

Discussions

Q+A
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Thank You


